Acute physiological responses on performance of Choy Lee Fut forms in amateur practitioners
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Abstract

Background and Study Aim: Martial arts' forms are established sequences of offensive and defensive techniques representing simulated fights against fictitious opponents. Research has studied different acute physiological responses of form performance in other combat sports. However, in Choy Lee Fut (CLF) style, these responses remain unexplored. Therefore, the aim of this investigation was the knowledge about acute physiological responses in the performance of CLF form training session on the heart rate (HR), blood lactate concentration (La–) and serum creatine kinase concentration (CK) in amateur practitioners.

Material and Methods: Ten male volunteers from a CLF amateur team participated in this study. HR, La–, and CK were measured in basal conditions, right after the empty-hand and bag form performance and 3-min after. CK post-exercise and 24 hours after CKpost were also registered. HR was measured through a cardio-tachometer, La– using a lactate analyser, and CK using a single-test clinical chemistry system.

Results: Study findings showed significant differences in HR responses between basal HR vs mean work HR, (p=0.000) and maximal work HR, (p=0.000). Likewise, significant differences were found in La– responses between basal La– vs post-exercise La–, (p=0.000) and 3-min after exercise La–, (p=0.000). Finally, data also showed significant differences in [CK] 24-hour after exercise vs. post-exercise (p=0.004) and basal values (p=0.000); and between CK basal vs. post-exercise values (p=0.000).

Conclusions: Trial conditions elicited high HR and La– responses, which indicate that a session of the performance of CLF forms conforms to a high-intensity cardio-metabolic training session. Additionally, mild CK responses suggest small muscle damage. Therefore, this session could be recommended as an optimal exercise option for amateur practitioners seeking to improve their cardiorespiratory fitness.
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INTRODUCTION

The Chinese martial arts are ancient forms of self-defence, and currently, many styles are practised all over the world not only for self-protection but also as a competitive sport and a form of exercise for health and fitness [1, 2]. In this sense, traditional martial arts styles such as karate, taekwondo, aikido, kung fu and ju-jitsu, among other styles, have been becoming popular combat sports and have grown rapidly over the last years such as training methods worldwide [3, 4]. Within martial arts, kung fu was created in China around A.D. 520 [2]. Over the centuries, the movements of this art were refined, modified, and expanded, and throughout its course of development, many different branches or styles of KF were formed as different practitioners developed their techniques [2]. Within this expansion, Choy Lee Fut (CLF) style appeared and recently it has become a popular combat sport.

Although hundreds of styles exist at present, KF can essentially be classified into two disciplines: modern combat (sanshou) and formalised (taolu) kung fu [5]. Combat kung fu is characterised by regulated one-on-one sparring, whereas formalised kung fu is usually a set of choreographed movements, encompassing sub-categories of fist arts, weaponry, one-on-one practice and practice in groups [6]. Taolu is also commonly known as kung fu forms or systems, similar to katas in karate martial art. Kata, which means “form”, has a conventional structure where athletes perform predetermined series of movements and techniques in known order against imaginary opponents, moving in several directions in space [4, 7]. Form training aims to improve specific indicators, like technique, rhythm, power, the expressiveness of movements, etc. as close as possible to the ideal gesture [8]. This performance of forms requires motor control, rhythm, and movement differentiation capacities, and it demands a combination of dynamic and explosive movements [8]. Several studies have analysed the physical and physiological profile of karate athletes while performed these kata, and the information concerning performance analysis after a single session of karate has been well established [9, 10]. Also, some researchers have studied physiological profiles in other sports combats, like kickboxing, wrestling, judo, and tae kwondo [11, 12]. However, to date in kung fu martial art, there is a scarce research addressing this issue [11]. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of research in CLF style, and the acute effects of form training session in this kung fu style remain uninvestigated.

Monitoring and determining the acute physiological responses of athletes in each sport is important to define aspects of physical performance that are essential not only to design a competitive training plan but also to avoid the undesirable overtraining syndrome [11, 13]. These objective data of acute effects of exercise allow coaches to monitor the workload, to ensure that a specific and careful training elicits the desired effects on the athlete, both in wellness and health-related benefits as well as in improving their sport-related performance [13, 14]. Specificity is one of the physical training principles, which states that the specific exercise promotes adaptations in athletes’ body and thus generating sport-specific effects of training. This principle is critical in training program design and establishes the necessity to distinguish specific physiological characteristics of one sport for specific training program design [15, 16]. For that purpose, the determination of workload is necessary. In this sense, to determine the metabolic demands as well as the acute heart rate (HR) and blood lactate (La) responses are key indicators, to evaluate the performance of forms in a single training session of combat sports [14, 17].

On the other hand, creatine kinase (CK) is a muscle enzyme whose serum concentration has been used as a biomarker of muscle damage after exercise and may indicate the status of the muscle cell membranes [18-21]. CLF is a kung fu style where forms are performed both in using empty-hand or in using a heavy bag or a wooden dummy with repetitive high-intensity actions and changes of directions. These movements impose an eccentric load on the limbs muscles that could result in extra muscular damage after a single training session. It is well documented that eccentric muscle contractions induce muscle damage, especially when performed in an unconditioned state [21, 22]. However, to the extent of our knowledge, CK blood concentration after the performance of form training session in CLF style have been uninvestigated, and currently, this question remains unclear.

Therefore, the aim of this investigation was the knowledge about acute physiological responses in the performance of CLF form training session on the heart rate (HR), blood lactate concentration (La) and serum creatine kinase concentration (CK) in amateur practitioners.
It was hypothesised that the acute metabolic responses HR and La− will increase due to the training workload without concomitant increase of muscular damage CK.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Participants**

Ten volunteers of the CLF amateur regional team from the South of Spain took part in this study. All participants were male (mean ±SD age = 30.6 ±8.13 years; body mass = 75.7 ±7.11 kg; height = 1.75 ±0.03 m; training days per week = 2.7 ±1.33 days). Experience levels of practitioners ranged from yellow fringe (2 participants with more than 2 years of practice); orange fringe (1 participant with more than 1 year of practice); blue fringe (4 participants from 4 to 7 years of practice); brown fringe (1 participant with 5 years of practice); to black fringe (2 participants with more than 7 years of practice). Participants were considered eligible for inclusion in this study if they were experienced with specific exercise technique and performed efficiently the different CLF forms selected for this study. Participants were excluded if their performance of CLF forms was not satisfactory, based on technique and intensity of exercises performed, they had any pathology or injury, or had an inability or unwillingness to complete the study procedures.

Each participant was informed about the study protocol, potential risks and benefits involved in the study, and signed a written consent form before participation. This investigation was confirmed to the standards set by the Declaration of Helsinki and was reviewed and approved by the University Ethics Committee (UA-2016-09-17).

**Experimental procedure**

All anthropometrical and physiological measurements were taken in laboratory conditions. Body mass was obtained to the nearest 0.1 kg using a balance beam (Avery Ltd. Model 3306 ABV), whereas height was measured using a stadiometer (Holtain Ltd.) to the nearest 0.5 cm. Afterwards, participants were instrumented for telemetric HR assessment and informed about the La− and CK measurement processes. The HR was measured through a cardio tachometer (Suunto Ambit 3; Suunto. Oy, Vantaa, Finland), La− using a lactate analyzer (Lactate Scout; SensLab GmbH, Leipzig, Germany) and finally, CK using a single-test clinical chemistry system (Reflotron Plus; Roche Diagnostics S.L. Sant Cugat del Vallés, Barcelona). Capillary blood samples were collected from the earlobe in a seated position for the La− data collection. Likewise, for the CK data collection, blood samples were obtained from the index finger using capillary glass tubes and then were analysed using Reflotron system.

The tests were performed in the morning in a randomised order for participants on two separate days with a 48h interval. Basal values of HR, La−, and CK were measured just before starting the warm-up and the study protocol. Post-exercise and 3-min post-exercise HR and La− were registered after the performance of each CLF form. CK was also registered post-exercise and 24h after exercise trials. Exercise trials were carried out according to the pre-established study protocol.

Hence, before each test, the athletes were familiarised with the instrumentations and the procedures. Then, all participants were asked to perform a guided and standardised 10-min warm-up consisting of approximately 5 minutes of general warm-up with static and dynamic stretching and 5 minutes of sport-specific movements. After the warm-up, participants were started with the established exercise protocol. Participants randomly carried out several taolu of the CLF style, either using a heavy bag or performing empty-hand forms, at the hard or very hard intensity. During the performance of the different taolu, to obtain similar physiological stress levels between participants, the intensity of efforts was controlled by the values of rating of perceived exertion reported by the participants at the end of each taolu performed. Therefore, it was controlled that each participant performed the forms between values of "hard" and "very hard" exertion using the Borg's Scale (6-20) to validate each data measurement.

Then, during the experimental procedures, each participant performed the same Sah Bau Jong form on the heavy bag for four minutes long. On the other hand, based on their belt grade, and experience and knowledge in this martial art, each one performed one different empty-hand CLF form also for four minutes long. Therefore, participants executed in randomised order Ng Lun Ma, Sei Moon Kiu, Siu Mui Fa or Yee Jong Bot-Gwa Kuen empty-hand forms for four minutes and also Sah Bau Jong heavy bag form for other four minutes long, throughout overall trials. HR and La− were collected right after the end of each form and 3-min after the end of each performed form. After each HR and La− measurement, participants rested for 10 minutes.
Finally, to complete the study protocol, each participant executed all the form sequence previously performed for 30 minutes, resting ninety seconds between each form. Then, CK values were registered post-exercise and 24h after each exercise trial. The total duration of the CLF form training session was 65 minutes approximately, within each trial of this investigation, including the data collection periods and excluding the 15 minutes of warm-up and 5 minutes of a cool-down. During the development of the trials, to ensure the appropriate effort of practitioners, different videos about kung fu sanshou and taolu were used motivating participants.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 21.0 for Windows software (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). After checking the normality of the data (Kolmogorov-Smirnov), a general linear model with repeated-measures ANOVA was used to analyse the changes in the dependent variables studied (HR, La⁻ and CK blood concentration). Bonferroni post hoc tests were used for pair-wise comparisons. Statistical significance was set at p<0.05. All variables are reported as mean ± SD.

RESULTS
Heart Rate Outcomes
The different obtained values of HR from study conditions were presented in Table 1. Significant differences were found between HRbasal vs HRWmean (p=0.000) and HRmax vs HRWmax (p=0.000).

Blood Lactate Concentration
Also, the La⁻ responses after trial conditions were 1.47 ± 0.26 mmol·L⁻¹ from basal values La⁻pre; 10.703 ± 4.72 mmol·L⁻¹ from post-exercise values La⁻post and 10.05 ± 5.47 mmol·L⁻¹ from 3-minute after exercise values La⁻3'. These results showed significant differences on La⁻ between basal values La⁻pre and post-exercise values La⁻post (p=0.000) and also significant differences between basal values La⁻pre and 3-minute after exercise values La⁻3' (p=0.000). Finally, there were no significant differences on La⁻ between La⁻post and La⁻3' (p=0.979).

Blood Creatine Kinase Concentration
Regarding CK, the obtained values were 88.26 ± 35.88 UL⁻¹ in CK basal values CKbasal; 121.91 ± 50.43 UL⁻¹ in post-exercise CK values CKpost; and 192.60 ± 67.60 UL⁻¹ in CK 24-hour values after exercise trials CK24h (Figure 2). These data showed significant differences from CK24h compared to CKpost (p=0.004) and CKbasal (p=0.000). Likewise, there were significant differences in blood CK concentration between CKbasal and CKpost (p=0.000).

DISCUSSION
This study aimed to investigate the acute physiological responses on HR, La⁻ and CK after a training session on the performance of CLF empty-hand and bag forms in amateur practitioners. Results supported our initial hypotheses and showed that the reported magnitudes for HR and La⁻ values were high, and the reported magnitude for CK values was mild. Hence, these data indicate that the cardio-metabolic workload of the trial was kept elevated whereas the muscle damage remained within normal values. Therefore, these findings highlight that the performance of CLF forms could confirm an optimal
cardio-metabolic training session, which could be recommended for enhancing the cardiorespiratory fitness of amateur practitioners.

To our knowledge, this is the first study designed to examine acute physiological responses on HR, LA, and CK in amateur CLF practitioners after a training session consisting of the performance of different empty-hand and bag CLF forms. Consequently, comparison of our results with other findings in related literature is limited because of this lack of CLF combat sports research and because of the scarce number of empirical studies analysing acute physiological responses in other similar combat sports that exist at present. The present study showed that HR and LA values reached in trials were elevated. This cardiovascular and metabolic high response observed in participants indicates that the work intensity achieved on the performed session was vigorous [23], and the increase of HR and LA post-exercise values regarding baseline values was significant (p<0.000). These findings are consistent with previous studies evaluating HR [14, 24, 25] and LA responses [14, 26-28] during combats or training sessions of other combat sports.

Regarding HR results, Ribeiro et al. [14] demonstrated in a study evaluating this physiological response in male athletes after the performance of LA and CK in amateur CLF practitioners after a training session consisting of the performance of different empty-hand and bag CLF forms. Consequently, comparison of our results with other findings in related literature is limited because of this lack of CLF combat sports research and because of the scarce number of empirical studies analysing acute physiological responses in other similar combat sports that exist at present. The present study showed that HR and LA values reached in trials were elevated. This cardiovascular and metabolic high response observed in participants indicates that the work intensity achieved on the performed session was vigorous [23], and the increase of HR and LA post-exercise values regarding baseline values was significant (p<0.000). These findings are consistent with previous studies evaluating HR [14, 24, 25] and LA responses [14, 26-28] during combats or training sessions of other combat sports.

Regarding HR results, Ribeiro et al. [14] demonstrated in a study evaluating this physiological response in male athletes after the performance of LA and CK in amateur CLF practitioners after a training session consisting of the performance of different empty-hand and bag CLF forms. Consequently, comparison of our results with other findings in related literature is limited because of this lack of CLF combat sports research and because of the scarce number of empirical studies analysing acute physiological responses in other similar combat sports that exist at present. The present study showed that HR and LA values reached in trials were elevated. This cardiovascular and metabolic high response observed in participants indicates that the work intensity achieved on the performed session was vigorous [23], and the increase of HR and LA post-exercise values regarding baseline values was significant (p<0.000). These findings are consistent with previous studies evaluating HR [14, 24, 25] and LA responses [14, 26-28] during combats or training sessions of other combat sports.
of form training session of modern Wushu that these athletes attained 89.1% of age-predicted maximum heart rate of work (HRWmax). Other researchers [24, 25], who directly analysed the cardiovascular responses of male practitioners while performing specific techniques and forms from different kung fu styles, observed that the intensity of HR ranged between 64.4% and 70.5% of HRWmax. In our study, the values reached 84.63% of HRWmax and 92.54% of HRWmax. These values are similar, or even slightly higher, than those showed in such three studies are. In this sense, the American College of Sport Medicine (ACSM) states that, according to the overload principle of training, it is necessary a minimum threshold of intensity to attain improvements in maximal oxygen uptake (VO2max) and other physiological indicators [23]. This threshold of exercise intensity has a high variability of individual response, but ACSM has developed a classification based on different methods for estimation of relative exercise intensity for cardiorespiratory fitness. Within this classification, it has been established an interval of 77-95% of HRWmax as a range of vigorous intensity of exercise [23]. Considering this ACSM’s Position Stand as well as previous studies analysed, it can be concluded that the intensity of the session performed in our study was vigorous, and would be suitable to develop and enhance cardiorespiratory fitness in amateur CLF practitioners.

La− concentration after the performance of CLF forms also reached high values. This increase was significant compared with baseline La− values (p<0.000). Based on these data, we can conclude that there was a significant glycolytic pathway activation during the performance of CLF training session of forms in amateur practitioners, considering that anaerobic threshold has been already established in previous research in 4 mmol·L−1 [29]. Moreover, taking into account that this anaerobic threshold and the blood lactate curve are considered valid indicators of endurance performance [30], we can assume that the high La− and HR values achieved during trials indicate a high cardio-metabolic workload and, therefore, this performance of CLF forms could be a valid high-intensity training session to improve the endurance capacity in amateur practitioners. The obtained values in this study are similar with those described in other highly anaerobic-dependent combat sports like jiu-jitsu or judo, although these procedures did not conform to a form training session. Franchini et al. [26] reported 9.5 ±2.4 mmol·L−1 during a male jiu-jitsu combat. Del Vecchio et al. (27) showed 10.2 ±1.5 mmol·L−1 after a Brazilian jiu-jitsu male fight. Slightly higher La− values (11.2 ±3.0 mmol·L−1) were found in another study [28] with amateur male judo athletes. However, CLF form training session seems to be more anaerobic demanding activity compared with the performance of forms in modern Wushu, investigated by Ribeiro et al. [14]. The La− values showed in this study were 4.38 ±1.63 and 5.15 ±1.07 mmol·L−1 for Changquan and Daoshu forms, respectively, whereas La− values showed in our study were more elevated.

Regarding the obtained values of CK, it can be concluded that the study conditions induced a mild increase in this marker of muscle damage on participants. Although our findings showed significant differences of CK24h compared to CKbasal, and CKpost compared to CKbasal, and also significant differences of CKpost compared to CKbasal, the results suggest that the magnitude of muscle fiber damage induced by performance of CLF training session of forms was mild, based on the small increase in CK blood concentration, which did not exceed the breakpoint of physiological values of CK serum release after exercise [31]. Therefore, based on previous research, we can assume that this CK serum elevation, occurred within 24 hours after trials, was physiological [31]. However, the results also suggest that full recovery from the training session could take more than one day, based on these significant differences in CK values 24h after exercise trials regarding CK24h (p=0.004) and CKbasal (p=0.000). Nevertheless, it must be taken into consideration that because CK response depends on age, muscle mass, physical activity, and training experience, among other factors [31], and because the amateur participants of this study could be considered as a heterogeneous sample, conclusions regarding CK response could be relative, because these responses could present high variability with another more homogeneous experimental sample. Therefore, it would be necessary more research in this respect with CLF amateur practitioners to define more accurately these CK responses.

Since no previous studies have focused on muscle damage in CLF, comparison of the present study results can only be made to studies on other combat sports. The mean CK activity post-exercise in our study was 121.91 ±50.43 U.L−1, which showed an increase of 38.13% regarding baseline CK activity. This increased rate is lower
than that shown by Cordeiro et al. [32], who reported a significant increase of 78.23% regarding CK baseline activity after a session of training for combat in the OlympicKF (218 ±198.09 U.L⁻¹ post-session CK versus 157 ±104.12 U.L⁻¹ pre-session CK). However, it must also be considered that the training loads and sports level of athletes in this study were not similar, and it could explain this higher CK response. Also, the physiological shift of CK activity post-exercise in our study is according with that observed by Umeda et al. [33], who demonstrated a physiological increase in CK (293.9 ±112.3 U.L⁻¹) after standard judo training consisting of a warm-up, 70-min of randori and a cool-down. The structure and the total duration of our training session (65 minutes approximately, excluding the 15 minutes of warm-up and 5 minutes of a cool-down) was very similar to this study, and the physiological increase of CK level in both studies could be considered similar, although that the evident differences between both martial arts would limit these comparisons.

In contrast, Laskowski et al. [34] reported greater peak CK activity (795 ±223 U.L⁻¹) and consequently higher muscle damage, after the last session of 3-day training cycle commonly used in judo practice. However, as the authors discussed in their study, the much higher values observed in this study could probably result from the accumulation of muscle damage induced by three consecutive training sessions, among other reasons. Therefore, analysing our results, we can conclude that one training session of CLF empty-hand and bag forms produce a physiological increase in the levels of muscular damage, and these values are mild. Thus, it could conform to a safe training session for amateur CLF practitioners with CK values within normal and physiological ranges [31].

In summary, our study showed a training session of forms shaped, constituted by a vigorous cardio-metabolic workload with low muscle damage, which could be a suitable and safe training option for CLF amateur practitioners who are seeking to reach the perfection of style and the improvement of their physical performance. Moreover, these findings could provide help to elaborate in the future the physiological profile of CLF style, although it would be necessary more studies with a more great and homogeneous sample. It is important to highlight that knowledge of the physiological and fitness profile of practitioners in a given sport is important to determine the capacities associated with the success in their performance [35].

Although the literature presents a variety of martial arts athlete profiles, amateur CLF practitioners’ data have been lacking at the moment. Therefore, future research is necessary to complete the knowledge of the amateur practitioner of CLF style, on indicators, like anthropometric and nutritional profiles, muscle power and maximal dynamic strength, aerobic and anaerobic profile, flexibility, energetics, and finally reaction time, as it has already been investigated in other combat sports [10, 11]. Also, new studies should be conducted to expand the knowledge of the physiological demands during a CLF form training performed in a couple, and during a CLF match, especially about multiple fights and competitive environments. Finally, it would be interesting to study the comparison of acute physiological responses of empty-hand versus bag CLF training session of forms, to find the higher physiological workload and set up the most suitable performance of forms for CLF practitioners. On the other hand, this study, despite to provide novel data regarding physiological stress in CLF, it also presented several limitations. Firstly, the relatively small sample size and the heterogeneity of the sample investigated (age, experience levels) could lead to underestimation of the results. Finally, comparison of our results with findings in literature was limited, because the empirical studies analysed were limited in number and quality, which demonstrates the lack of CLF combat sports research and highlights the need to develop and expand a more robust research in this widespread kung fu style.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The findings from the study of acute physiological responses in a training session on the performance of CLF forms showed high HR and La values, which indicate that it conforms to a high-intensity training in amateur practitioners. Also, the mild CK values showed in the study suggest relatively small muscle damage values. Therefore, a training session on the performance of CLF forms could represent a vigorous and safe cardio-metabolic training session, and it could be recommended as an optimal exercise for enhancing cardiorespiratory fitness in amateur practitioners seeking to improve their physical fitness and their performance in this kung fu style.
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